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SPEND AN EVENING UNDER THE STARS
AT DECKCHAIR CINEMA...

PREMIERE
FILMS
SPECIAL
GUESTS &
WORKSHOPS
FOOD, BAR &
MUSIC NIGHTLY
GATES OPEN
AT 6PM

Welcome to the 5th Annual Darwin
International Film Festival
HON MATT CONLAN MLA,
MINISTER FOR ARTS & MUSEUMS
The NT Government is proud to support the Darwin
International Film Festival (DIFF) through annual funding
of $20,000. As we continue to invest in growing our
tourism industry, events like the DIFF are important to
our FestivalsNT calendar when promoting the Territory
to interstate visitors. The Festival is jam-packed with
an intriguing and quirky selection of international films that are sure to challenge and
entertain audiences all in the tranquil setting of the Deckchair Cinema.
I’m pleased to see this year’s program also includes filmmaker workshops, which will
help foster our filmmaking talent in the Territory. Enjoy the Festival.

HARRY ABRAHAMS, DARWIN FILM SOCIETY CHAIR
Fuelled by a passion for international cinema, DIFF 2014
is set to bring you another brilliant program featuring
the latest in intriguing, challenging and off-beat films
from around the world.
This year, the Darwin Film Society proudly celebrates
a number of significant milestones: 50 years since the
Society was founded, 20 years of the Deckchair Cinema,
and the return of the DIFF for its fifth year. These milestones are a testament to the
strong support Darwin audiences have for great cinema.
The Darwin Film Society works to showcase the very best of cinema – particularly
Australian cinema – recognising and appreciating cinematic diversity and innovation.
After much deliberation, it is an eclectic array of films that have made it onto the DIFF
program. Here, you will find a mix of comedy, documentary, drama, foreign language
and local movies. Please join us for our selection of Australian and NT premieres that
would otherwise go unseen on the Darwin big screens.

SARAH WILKIE, DIFF CHAIR
Welcome to the 5th year of DIFF! Once again we are
proud to showcase a suite of Australian and Territory film
premieres offering Darwin audiences a taste of the best
cinema circulating in film festivals from Berlin to Toronto
to Melbourne. As always DIFF remains committed to
Australian talent and stories, and there is much to delight
you from our international selection of films as well.
So take a chance! Try something different. Dip your toe in the pool...
Of course thanks must go to Neil Ludvigsen, Michael Sergi, Tim Parish, the DIFF
sub-committee and Hannah Brodie-Hall for their many and varied but invaluable
contributions, and of course to the support of our sponsors including Screen Territory.

WE ARE
THE
INFINITE
THE BEST!
MAN
OPENING NIGHT - WEDNESDAY 17 SEPTEMBER, 7.15PM
2014 Australia • MA15+ • 81m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Hugh Sullivan. Distributed by Hedone Productions.

The Infinite Man is a time travel comedy-romance
about a man whose attempts to construct the
ultimate romantic weekend backfire when he traps
his lover in an infinite loop.
After an anniversary weekend goes terribly wrong,
a guilt-ridden Dean (Josh McConville) is determined
to recreate the perfect anniversary with his
girlfriend Lana (Hannah Marshall).
In a bid to make everything just so, Dean takes her
back to the resort where they spent their previous
anniversary and a perfect weekend together. Only
when they arrive do they realise the resort has
closed down and been left abandoned.

‘‘

The Infinite Man makes
splendid use of its threeperson cast, revels in its
minimalist location and yet
never feels constrained.’’
-R
 ussell Edward
sbs.com.au

Devastated by an unexpected turn of events Dean
invents a time machine in an attempt to repair the
damage done in his first attempt, but loses control.
Screening with The Mulka Project short: Galka.
Join us after the films to hear from Yirrkala
filmmaker Ishmael Marika.
Best Actress Award (Hannah
Marshall), Niagara Integrated
Film Festival.
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20,000 DAYS ON EARTH
THURSDAY 18 SEPTEMBER 7.15PM
2014 UK • MA15+ • 97m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Iain Forsyth | Jane Pollard. Distributed by Madman Films.

A combination of drama and reality spanning
24 hours in the life of Nick Cave.
20,000 Days on Earth is a documentary that
looks at the artistic process of the Australian
musician, songwriter, author and screenwriter
Nick Cave as he examines what makes us what
we are and celebrates the transformative power
of the creative spirit.
We meet the people, such as Kylie Minogue and
long time collaborator Warren Ellis of The Bad
Seeds and Grinderman fame, who have affected his
life personally and professionally over the years.

‘‘

This innovative study
of Nick Cave playfully
disguises itself as fiction
while more than fulfilling
the requirements of a
biographical documentary.’’
- Rob Nelson
Variety

Cave’s creative process is followed on a journey as
we witness a song grow from an idea in his office,
into a performance with regular collaborators the
Bad Seeds at the Sydney Opera House.
Directing Award, World Cinema
Documentary, Sundance Film
Festival.
Editing Award, World Cinema
Documentary, Sundance
Film Festival.
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LOCKE
THURSDAY 18 SEPTEMBER 9.20PM
2013 UK • MA15+ • 84m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Steven Knight. Distributed by Madman Films.

This powerful drama takes place in real time as
businessman Ivan Locke (Tom Hardy) attempts
to deal with a series of crises while driving.
Shot solely in a car, this tense minimalist drama
depicts Locke’s two-hour drive to London with
only his speakerphone to guide him and the drastic
turns of his life over the course of the journey.
Ivan has worked hard his whole life to build himself
a successful career and to raise a family that
he adores.
The night before he has to supervise a big project
he receives a phone call from a colleague with
whom he had a one-night-stand. She has gone
into labour with his child and he is forced to make
a decision that has dramatic consequences for
his family and career.

‘‘

Locke is a bold, evocative
film, in which voices,
intonations and noises
off – and a terrific unseen
supporting cast – build
up a detailed picture of
a world and a man’s life.’’
-J
 onathan Romney,
The Observer

Best Screenplay, British
Independent Film Award.
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FELL
FRIDAY 19 SEPTEMBER 7.15PM
2014 Australia • MA15+ • 100m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Kasimir Burgess. Distributed by Felix Media.

From rave reviews on the Festival circuit around
Australia, the unsettling atmosphere and tension
of this drama is bound to grip audiences.
While on a camping trip, Thomas’ only daughter,
Lara, is killed by a logging truck in a hit-and-run
accident for which the driver, Luke, serves a
prison sentence.
Stricken with grief, Thomas sheds his urban life
and identity, and moves to the remote town
where Lara was killed. There he takes on a new
name, Chris, and finds work as a logger. When
Luke is released from prison and returns to work,
Chris gets work as his partner in dangerously
high tree-logging work. Every time Luke climbs,
Chris holds his life in his hands.

‘‘

A stunning debut by
Australian director
Kasimir Burgess, Fell
is an entrancing and
enigmatic drama – a
dreamlike, visually
resplendent tale of
nature, revenge and
redemption”
- Sydney Film Festival

Fell marks the emergence of a distinctive new
voice on the Australian film scene.
Join us after the film for a Q&A with special
guest director Kasimir Burgess.
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WE ARE THE BEST!
FRIDAY 19 SEPTEMBER 9.40PM
2013 Sweden • MA15+ • 102m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Lucas Moodysson. Distributed by Newvision Film Distributors.
Swedish with English subtitles.
We Are The Best! is a Swedish film adapted from
a graphic novel written by the director Lucas
Moodysson’s wife Coco about three young misfits
growing up in early ‘80s Stockholm.
Moodysson brilliantly balances the 1980s Swedish
punk scene with a film of wide appeal; we’ve all
been hopeful teenagers after all.
Youth rebels, Bobo and Klara decide to form an
all-girl punk band only to be told punk is dead.
Despite having neither instruments nor musical
talent, they recruit Hedvig, a shy and classically
trained guitarist, and set about altering her style
to fit with their do-it-yourself ethos.
This charming film is a cheerful and sharply
observant portrait of DIY spirit and growing
up different.
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‘‘

What we have here is
an exhilarating blast of
a movie, full of heart but
still punk rock ... We Are
The Best! is loud, crude,
socially irresponsible
and totally irresistible.’’
-P
 eter Travers
Rolling Stone

THIRD SIDE OF THE RIVER
SATURDAY 20 SEPTEMBER, 7.15PM
2014 Argentina | Germany | Netherlands • CTC • 92m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Celina Murga. Distributed by The Match Factory.
Spanish with English subtitles.
Brooding teenager Nicolás lives in a small
Argentinian town where his father’s double life
has existed for so long that it has ceased to
seem abnormal.
Seen through the eyes of Nicolás, his oldest son,
Jorge is a man who will not allow himself be called
‘Dad’ and who, after a day they spend together,
returns to his other family, which he has privileged
with much greater financial support.
Nicolás takes on the role of a father: he looks after
his siblings, comforts his mother and takes care of
financial matters.
The inconsistency of these parallel worlds becomes
even more evident when Jorge calls upon Nicolás
to follow in his footsteps. He is to become a doctor,
too, and to take over the ranch his father inherited.
Unperceived by the people around him, the boy
starts to nurse rebellion against his father’s
authoritarian ways, machismo and the open secret
which everyone knows but which everyone ignores.

‘‘

It’s easy to see why Martin
Scorsese, [who] carries an
executive producer credit
here, has taken such a
keen interest in Murga’s
work. She is, not unlike the
young Scorsese himself,
very much a ‘neighborhood
filmmaker’.’’
- Scott Foundas
Variety
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HUMAN CAPITAL
SATURDAY 20 SEPTEMBER, 9.15PM
2014 Italy | France • CTC • 109m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Paolo Virzi. Distributed by Hi Gloss Entertainment.
Italian with English subtitles.
Based on the novel by Stephen Amidon, thriller
Human Capital paints a bleak and tragic portrait
of current Italian society and its class inequality.
Dino is desperate to elevate himself above his
middle-class existence and secretly mortgages
his house, while his wife Roberta is pregnant with
twins, in order to buy into the hedge fund run by
the suave and unscrupulous Giovanni.
Dino’s family is invited to join Giovanni and his wife
Carla at a VIP ceremony, but celebrations end on
the way home.

‘‘

Not just a chic thriller,
but an engrossing study
of Italian society and
a downward spiraling
economy.’’
-D
 eborah Young,
The Hollywood Reporter

Set against the aftermath of the European
economic crash, Human Capital examines
circumstances surrounding a traffic accident with
four chapters told from the different perspectives
of each of the film’s main characters and their very
different social standing.
Best Director (Paolo Virzi),
Italian National Syndicate
of Film Journalists.
Best Actress (Valeria Bruni
Tedeschi), Tribeca Film Festival.
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SEPIDEH
SUNDAY 21 SEPTEMBER, 7.15PM
2014 Denmark | Iran • CTC • 91m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Berit Madsen. Distributed by Madman Films.
Persian with English subtitles.
Swathed in her traditional black abaya and hijab,
Sepideh spends her evenings trekking the Persian
desert with a telescope as large she is so she can
observe the heavens.
When her father died suddenly six years ago,
Sepideh discovered that she could feel closer
to him by watching the stars. And so her dream
was born. Sepideh wants nothing more than to
become an astronaut, but such pursuits are not
thought suitable for Iranian girls in conservative
Muslim culture.
In this documentary, Sepideh confronts her family,
as her widowed mother tells her she cannot afford
the fees to send her to university and her uncle
explains that there will be dire repercussions if
she continues to act in this unladylike fashion.

‘‘

Madsen’s fundamentally
dead-serious concern with
female empowerment
and education is leavened
by welcome moments of
dry humor - Agora meets
Persepolis, perhaps.”
- The Hollywood Reporter

Official Selection, Sundance
Film Festival.
Official Selection,
International Documentary
Film Festival Amsterdam.
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RUIN
SUNDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 9.15PM
2013 Australia | Cambodia • CTC • 90m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Amiel Courtin-Wilson, Michael Cody. Distributed by Madman Films.
English and Khmer with English subtitles.
Ruin is the stunning, if not grotesque, follow-up
to be expected from Hail writers and directors
Amiel Courtin-Wilson and Michael Cody.
They deliver a visually breathtaking tale of the
saddening misery of two Cambodians – Sovanna
and Phirun.
In this bleak portrait of companionship in the midst
of hopeless cruelty and despair, Courtin-Wilson
and Cody hold you uncomfortably close to the
action with their combat-style camera techniques.

‘‘

An intense romance
between two damaged
souls.’’
-G
 arry Maddox
The Age

In this fable-like tale, Sovanna, a former prostitute
forced to flee her dominating pimp, and Phirun,
a factory worker barely living off the street and
tired of being treated like dirt, are magnetically
drawn together.
After a murder in Phnom Penh, these two young
lovers attempt to escape brutality and exploitation
by fleeing into the jungle but their former lives
continue to unleash gruesome violence while
on the run.
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Official Competition, Sydney
Film Festival
Winner Best Cinematography,
Moscow International Festival
of Independent Film

TWO DAYS, ONE NIGHT
MONDAY 22 SEPTEMBER, 7.15PM
2014 Belgium • M • 91m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Jean-Pierre Dardenne & Luc Dardenne. Distributed by Madman Films.
French with English subtitles.
Sandra (Marion Cotillard) is a married woman with
children who is suffering from depression and has
to take time off work after she suffers a breakdown.
On her return to the solar panel factory where she
works, she learns that she has effectively been fired,
with the owners citing that production did not suffer
without her so they don’t actually need her.
Her fate lies in the hands of her colleagues - do they
want to let Sandra keep her job or do they want to
work a bit harder and receive a EUR 1,000 bonus?
Sandra convinces her staff representative to hold a
vote on her fate, this gives her a weekend to try and
canvas support from her colleagues to keep her job.
She then has to convince people who need the
money to give it up in order to allow her to keep
a job where the owners do not want her.

‘‘

Cotillard shows what
a marvelous technical
actor she is: every
nuance and detail is
readably present on her
face. She is compelling
and moving – and so
is the film.”
- Peter Bradshaw
The Guardian
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STILL OUR COUNTRY REFLECTIONS ON A CULTURE

MONDAY 22 SEPTEMBER, 9.10PM
2014 Australia • CTC • 88m
Directed by Molly Reynolds. Distributed by Vertigo Productions.
Indigenous language with English subtitles.
Still Our Country – Reflections on a Culture is a
piece of experiential cinema produced as part
of cross-platform suite of projects, along with
associated feature Charlie’s Country (for which
David Gulpilil won the Best Actor award in the Un
Certain Regard section at the Cannes Film Festival),
and the historical/political documentary Another
Country as told by Gulpilil.
In this documentary, the audience is left to draw
their own conclusions, but it is clearly an artistic
expression through varied visuals and sound that
documents the swiftly morphing lives of Yolngu
people in Ramingining in Arnhem Land, NT.
This contemporary film presents a bold declaration
of identity and a hopeful promise of a future.

Official Selection, Melbourne
International Film Festival.
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THE LITTLE HOUSE
TUESDAY 23 SEPTEMBER, 7.15PM
2014 Japan • CTC • 136m • AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE
Directed by Yoji Yamada. Distributed by Shochiku.
Japanese with English subtitles.
A veteran of Japan’s old studio system, Yoji
Yamada is not only still working but is still
directing for the same studio – Shochiku – he
started out with back in 1954 for which he has
directed a prolific 81 films.
The Little House, or Chiisai Ouchi, is an adaptation
of an acclaimed novel where a woman looks back
on her family’s life and a clandestine affair in an
upper middle-class Tokyo household before and
during WWII.
When a maid arrives from the countryside to work
for an upper middle class family she fits in well,
but everyone’s emotions are stirred up with the
arrival of a student.

‘‘

Observing civilian life
while the nation was at
war from 1936-1945, the
film’s re-creation of the
early Showa period yields
elegant aesthetics.”
- Maggie Lee
Variety
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WALTZ FOR MONICA
WEDNESDAY 24 SEPTEMBER, 7.15PM
2013 Sweden • CTC • 111m • NT PREMIERE
Directed by Per Fly. Distributed by Madman Films.
Swedish with English subtitles.
You may not know her name, but you would have
certainly heard her voice.
This shiny biopic brings to life the black and white
songbird era with a tale of little known, to world
famous Swedish jazz singer and actress Monica
Zetterlund Waltz – the woman who popularised
Swedish jazz during the 60s and worked with
the likes of Louis Armstrong and Quincy Jones.

‘‘

Through triumphs and tragedy Monica Z, played
by an enchanting Edda Magnason, sings her own
smoky, elegant vocals in this rags to riches story
from her rebellious beginnings as a telephone
operator in a small town in Sweden to stardom
in the clubs of New York and Stockholm.

The performances in
Waltz for Monica are
strong. Magnason as
the lead not only has an
incredible resemblance
to Monica Z, but is also
imbued with the faint
ghost of Grace Kelly –
and she can sing.
Oh yeah, she can sing.’’

But behind all the glamour, Monica struggles
to face the dark side of fame and success.

-T
 he Big Smoke
Paul Bugeja

Best Director, Guldbagge
Awards.
Best Costume Design,
Guldbagge Awards.
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CINEMART @ DIFF
Sunday 21 September, 9.30am to 4.30pm, Brownsmart
$15 adult / $10 student concession, Darwin Film Society & FATANT members
In cooperation with FATANT, this is a full day of workshops, presentations, and
Q&A / panel discussions to showcase new projects, and emerging and experienced
producers. Take this rare opportunity to talk film and network with people from the
local screen industry and beyond. Sessions start at 9.30am and are broken up during
the day so you can come to one or as many sessions as you like. Topics will cover:
• Camera techniques and the latest technology
•	Film project presentations from emerging producers including NT works
in development
• Q&A with DIFF guest filmmaker
• Screen Futures Panel Discussion
• And more…
Booking and info: darwinfilmfest.com.au

LIGHTING WORKSHOP
Thursday 25 September, 9am to 4pm, Charles Darwin University Theatre
Registration fee - $165 and up
This umbrella workshop is presented on behalf of FATANT by Gareth Tillson,
one of AFTRS Open’s most in demand tutors, who will teach students all about
lighting techniques.
Booking and info: www.fatant.asn.au

BOB PLASTO SCREEN AWARD
OPENING NIGHT PRESENTATION
Be a part of NT screen community at the presentation of the Bob Plasto Screen Award
on the DIFF Opening Night.
This Award honours achievements of a Territorian who has made an outstanding
contribution to the local screen industry.
Named in honour of the late Bob Plasto who made 75 documentaries in his
distinguished career, of which 20 were about the Territory.
Nominees will have achieved outstanding success, critical acclaim on single or
multiple productions, in any crew or support role, or provided significant support to
the industry over time.
The previous Award recipients are; Rachel Clements (2013), Francis Jupurrurla Kelly
(2012) and David Tranter (2011).
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TICKETS AND INFORMATION
GATES OPEN NIGHTLY AT 6PM with pre-show entertainment and bar.
Show starts promptly at the advertised time, check calendar carefully for details.
All movie tickets and Festival Passes are available to purchase online or at the
Box Office nightly. The Box Office will be open these extended hours for the Festival:
Monday - Wednesday, 15 - 17 September: 12 noon to 5.30pm

MOVIE TICKETS AND FESTIVAL PASSES*
SINGLE

DOUBLE
SESSION***

6 FILM
PASS****

SEE ALL
13 FILMS

ADULT

$16

$24

$80

$130

CONCESSION**

$12

$18

$60

$100

MEMBERS

$10

$15

$50

$85

*	Festival Passes are valid for one person only to experience 6 films or 13 films.
**	Proof required: Australian Government Cardholders only.
***	Double session: 1 person, 1 night, 2 movies.
****	6 Film Pass: Individual film selections are subject to availability. To avoid
disappointment advise your film choices upon booking at the either Box Office or
for online bookings via email to info@deckchaircinema.com. Refunds do not apply.

LOCATION MAP

Damoe Ra
Walkway

P

To Waterfront

DECKCHAIR CINEMA
JERVOIS ROAD,
DARWIN WATERFRONT
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P

FREE car parking at the cinema and Esplanade.

CALENDAR
W

17 Sep

7.15 pm OPENING NIGHT:
Wine Tasting, Welcome
Speeches, and Presentation of
the Bob Plasto Screen Award
The Infinite Man
With The Mulka Project short:
Gulka and filmmaker Q&A

Th

18 Sep

7.15 pm 20,000 Days on Earth
9.20 pm Locke

F

19 Sep

7.15 pm Fell
Followed by Q&A with director
Kasimir Burgess
9.40 pm We Are the Best!

Sa

20 Sep

7.15 pm Third Side of the River
9.15 pm Human Capital

Su

21 Sep

9.30 am - CINEMART WORKSHOP:
4.30 pm Camera Techniques, director
Q&As, and panel discussions.
AT BROWNSMART
7.15 pm Sepideh
9.15 pm Ruin

M

22 Sep

7.15 pm Two Days, One Night
9.15 pm Still Our Country –
Reflections on a Culture

T

23 Sep

7.30 pm The Little House
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

W

24 Sep

7.30 pm Waltz for Monica
With The Mulka Project short film

CONTACT US
info@deckchaircinema.com
(08) 8981 0700
www.darwinfilmfest.com.au

Special thanks to the 5th Annual Darwin
International Film Festival sponsors...
Brought to you by:

Major Supporters:

Supporters:

Media Supporters:

